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Time Projection Chambers in NA35 and NA49 

The NA35 and NA49 Collaborations 
Presented by P. Jacobs, 

Nuclear Science Division, 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 

Berkeley, CA 94720 

ABSTRACT 
I discuss the use of Time Projection Chambers to study ultrarelativistic nuclear 

collisions at the CERN SPS. Preliminary results from the NA35 experiment on S+S, 
S+Ag and S+Au collisions at 200 GeV /nucleon are given, and the future experiment 
NA49, designed to study Pb+Pb collisions at 160 GeV /nucleon, is described. 

1. Introduction 

Collisions of heavy ions at ultrarelativistic energies create events of a complex
ity unprecedented in nuclear and high energy physics. Central collisions of sulphur 
p:vojectiles with heavy targets at the CERN SPS have produced charged particle 
densities (dN/dy) of over 100 per unit rapidity at mid-rapidity; central collisions of 
lead projectiles with lead targets are expected to generate events with dN/dy>400 
at mid-rapidity. dN/dy at mid-rapidity will also grow with energy: central gold-gold 
collisions at RHIC and lead-lead collisions at the LHC will produce dN/dy>lOOO 
(RHIC) and dN/dy>2500 (LHC)1

• 

The N A35 experiment at the CERN SPS is a large acceptance device designed to 
study heavy ion collisions by tracking charged particles over a wide range of phase 
space. Since 1986, NA35 has carried out experiments with oxygen and sulphur beams 
using a la,rge volume Streamer Chamber as its charged particle tracker2

• The Streamer 
Chamber is read out either by a set of film cameras or CCD cameras3 at various 
angles. Each camera image is a two-dimensional projection of the three dimensional 
event. This technique has a limitation in the density of tracks it can reconstruct: for· 
instance, reconstruction of tracks above rapidity Y"' 4 in high multiplicity heavy ion 
collisions is not possible because of the high spatial track density due to the effect of 
kinematic focussing. In addition, because the data have to be scanned by hand, the 
number of events available is limited to a few thousands4 • 

These limitations can be overcome to a large extent by the use of a Time Projection 
Chamber (TPC), which is a truly three-dimensional tracker. The NA35 Collaboration 
constructed a TPC that was used in experiments with 200 GeV /nucleon sulphur 



beams in 1991 and 19925
• The TPC covered the region forward of mid-rapidity, where 

the Streamer Chamber has difficulty tracking in high multiplicity events, and the 
combination of the two devices gives NA35 an extremely large phase space coverage, 
permitting it to track almost to beam rapidity. In addition, the long track length in 
the N A35 TPC creates the possibility of particle identification via energy loss (dE/ dx) 
in the relativistic rise region. 

Beams of lead ions at 160 GeV /nucleon will be available at the SPS in late 1994. 
The physics expected in· central collisions of lead ions at the SPS. is expected to 
be qualitatively different from that of light ions with heavy targets, because of the 
significantly higher degree of overlap of the strings resulting from individual nucleon
nucleon collisions6 • Indeed, collisions of heavy nuclei at the "intermediate" energies 
of the SPS (relative to RHIC and the LHC) are expected to create the highest en
ergy density of baryon-rich matter available for study in the laboratory. The NA49 
experiment is a new TPC-based experiment at the SPS, designed to study lead-lead 
collisions. 

Below I will describe Time Projection Chambers being used by the current exper
iment NA35 and the future experiment NA49, and outline their physics programs. 

2. Time Projection Chambers 

A Time Projection Chamber (TPC) can be thought of .as a three dimensional 
drift chamber. It consists of a box enclosing a gas volume having a very uniform 
electric field across it, with a readout chamber on one face of the box. The passage 
of a charged particle through the gas volume causes the ionization of the gas in the 
vicinity of its path. The liberated electrons drift under the influence of the electric 
field to the readout chamber, where they are amplified. In NA35 and NA49, the 
amplified signals are sensed by capacitively coupled pads, with a width (in NA35) of 
'6 mm and length of 40 mm. (In the magnetic-field-free TPCs of NA35 and NA49, 
length refers to the direction roughly parallel to most of the tracks.) Pad signals are 
individually amplified and recorded. The layout of the pads on the readout chamber 
provides two--dimensional localization of the pulse. The third dimension is provided 
by reco_rding the signal induced on a pad as a function of time: the farther the track 
is from the readout chamber, the longer the liberated electrons take to arrive at the 
readout chamber. In practice, the waveform of induced charge on any pad is recorded 
over discrete time samples (in NA35, of length 80 ns, corresponding to a drift length 
of 4 mm). A single time sample of the signal on a pad is therefore a three-dimensional 
"pixel". The width of the readout pads and the size of the time sample are chosen 
to match the drift and diffusion properties of the gas, such that the ionized electrons 
from a single track will spread over 3-5 pads or time samples. In this way, spatial 
resolution finer than the size of a pad or time sample can be achieved by interpolation, 
while a reasonable two-track separation is maintained. 

The NA35 TPC primarily employs a gas mixture of Ar/CH4 with a drift field of 
about 120 V /em, giving a drift velocity of 5 emf ps .. Total drift length is 1 m, giving 
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Fig. 1: Layout the of NA35 experiment for the Spring 1992 run. Calorimeters not shown. 

a total readout time of 20 Jl.S or 250 time samples, with each time sample digitized 
to a precision of 8 bits. There are roughly 11,000 pads, giving a total raw event size 
of about 2.8 MByte. However, the maximum occupancy rate of three-dimensional 
pixels in the TPC is less than 10%, so that the 2.8 MByte raw event contains mostly 
zeroes. The zeroes are "suppressed" before the event is recorded, and the maximum 
recorded event size (i.e. for the highest multiplicity events) is less than 500 kByte. 

Particle identification (i.e. 1r /K/p separation) can be achieved in TPCs using the 
difference in energy deposited in the gas per unit length (dE/dx) for particles of differ
ent masses at a given momentum. In fixed target experiments at 200 GeV /nucleon, 
particles forward of mid-rapidity fall into the "relativistic rise" region of dE/dx6 • 

However, the separation between K and p in the relativistic rise region is 10% at 
most 7 , which makes quite stringent demands on the energy loss (i.e. pulse height) 
resolution measured in the detector. The resolution is achieved by the multiple sam
pling/truncated mean technique6 , but to achieve 3u separation of K/p requires a 
track length of 3.5-4 m, with about 100 samples. Particle identification is a design 
requirement for the N A49 experiment, and this consideration determines the pad 
length (40 mrn) and total length (3.6 m) of the magnetic-field-free TPCs in NA49. 
In the Spring 1992 run, the NA35 TPC was configured to have a maximum ti.·ack 
length of 2.4 m, giving 60 samples of 40 rnm each. While clean particle separation 
cannot be achieved with this track length, spectra biased towards protons can be 
studied at high rapidity. 

3. NA35 

The layout of the Spring 1992 run of the NA35 experiment is shown in Fig. 1. 
The target and Streamer Chamber are placed inside a 1.5T dipole magnet, with the 
TPC placed outside of the magnetic field, in this configuration 6.5 m from the target 
and oriented to maximize track length in the TPC gas. The NA35 Calorimeters (not 
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Fig. 2: dN/dyof negative hadrons for N-N, S+S, S+Ag at 200 GeV /nucleon. S+S, S+Ag data from 
NA35 Streamer Chamber and TPC as indicated; N+N data from [10]. NA35 preliminary data8 . 

shown) are downstream of the TPC, and are used for transverse energy measurements 
and triggering~ Charged particles originating from interactions in the target have 
curved trajectories in the magnetic field but are detected as straight tracks in the 
TPC. The TPC is divided longitudinally into two sections. The section closest to 
the beam consists of 60 instrumented pad rows of 128 pads each, to optimize dE/ dx 
resolution. The section farthest from the beam consists of 30 instrumented pad rows · 
of 128 pads each, for tracking only. 

The direction of a track in the TPC and its intercept with an arbitrary plane 
uniquely identify the particle's 3-momentum at the target. The track reconstruction 
task for the TPC is therefore to form tracks from clusters of pad hits, fit a straight line 
and project hack through the magnetic field to the target. This task is complicated by 
many effects such as multiple scattering, fluctuations in the ene:rgy deposition process 
in the gas and the response of the electronics, calibration of electronics, non-primary 
vertex tracks, tracks crossing the boundaries of the sensitive volume, uncertainty in 
the position and orientation of the TPC, and non-uniformity of the magnetic field. 
Two-parti.cle correlation analysis requires reliable reconstruction of two tracks c;lose 
in phase space and therefore lying close to each other over the length of the TPC. In 
addition, reliable spectra, comparisons of TPC data to physiCs models, and estimates 

. I 

of systematic uncertainties require detailed simulations of the response of the TPC to 
tracks in various parts of phase space; Reconstruction of the TPC data and detailed 
simulations of the TPC response are in an advanced stage of development8 •9 ; however, 
final data are not yet available. I will show only preliminary data here. 

Fig. 2 shows a preliminary dNfdy spectrum of negative hadrons for central S+S 
and S+Ag collisions at 200 GeV /nucleon as measured by NA35, and for nucleon
nucleon collisions at 200 GeV10• The NA35 data are from the Streamer Chamber 
in the range 0.5 <y< 3.8 and from the TPC in the range 3.6 <y< 5.4. The good 
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Fig. 3: Two-particle correlation as a function ofQ;n11 from TPC data for central S+Au events at 200 
GeV /nucleon, for charged particles within the phase space interval200 < PT < 300 MeV fc, 3 <y< 4. 
Errors bars are statistical only. Fit parameters, assuming Gaussian source, are Rsnv = 4.4 ± .5, 
.A = .32 ± .03. N A35 preliminary data11 . 

correspondence of the spectra in the overlap region gives us confidence that the sys
tematic errors are less than 10%. The dN/dy of the symmetric collision systems (S4-S, 
N+N) is symmetric about mid-rapidity (y= 3), while dN/dy of the asymmetric sys
tem S+Ag shows the characteristic shift of the effective center of mass towards the 
heavier partner in the collision. 

Fig. 3 shows a preliminary two-particle correlation function from TPC data for 
central S+Au events at 200 GeV /nucleon, as a function of Qinv for particles within 
the phase space interval 200 < PT < 300 MeV /c, 3 <y< 4. Error bars shown 
are statistical only. Assuming a Gaussian source, the fitted invariant radius Rnv = 
4.4 ± .5, with A = .32. ± .03. Rnv contains contributions from a number of physical 
effects; more clearly interpretable quantities (e.g. Rr and RL) can be obtained with 
similar statistical accuracy. The systematic errors of the HBT analysis in the TPC 
have yet to be estimated; my main point is that with the high statistics available from 
the TPC, HBT analysis in restricted regions of phase space can be performed with 
errors on the fit parameters of about 10%. Such an analysis, rather than an HBT 
analysis that integrates over many phase space variables, _is essential to disentangle 
the many effects that contribute to the measured radii12• 

4. NA49 

Until now, experiments studying ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions have charac
terized events only on the basis of global event features correlated solely with the 
centrality of the collision (forward energy, total transverse energy, total multiplicity). 
The large multiplicities expected in central lead-lead collisions at the SPS create the 
possibility of characterizing events based on much more detailed features, allowing 
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Fig. 4: Planned layout of the NA49 experiment. 

the possibility of culling events with unusual dynamics for further study. Signals 
such as the slope of the pion spectrum~ < PT > of pions, K/ 1r ratio, and the degree 
of proton stopping can in principle be determined with sufficient statistical accuracy 
in a single event to serve, within many physics scenarios, as indicators of unusual dy
namics in that event. The determination of several of these signals simultaneously for 
the same event may prove to be an even more powerful tool for selecting those events 
with unusual dynamics, and possibly even constitute a proof of a phase transition. 
Events selected on the basis of unusual features can be sorted into sub-ensembles, on 
which analysis of more complex signals (two-particle correlations, reconstruction of 
resonances, etc.) requiring many events can be performed. 

T~e NA49 experiment is designed to carry out this physics program. It is a large 
acceptance, TPC-based experiment that will measure the momentum and identify 
almost all stable charged particles in the forward half of phase space (y> 2.9). In 
addition to single particle spectra, measurements include two particle correlations 
( 1r1r, KK, pp) and the reconstruction of long-lived neutral strange particles through 
their charged decay modes. Special emphasis is placed on measuring stopping, with 
the requirement to track and identify protons up to rapidity y= 5. The layout of 
N A49 is shown in Fig. 4. It is clearly an extension of the N A35 concept. The target is 
placed within the first of two dipole magnets, each magnet containing a TPC ("Vertex 
TPCs" or VTPCs ). The first VTPC will detect mid-rapidity pions that are bent too 
strongly in the magnetic field to enter the detectors further downstream. The second 
VTPC will detect the decay of neutral strange particles. Downstream of the magnets 
are the large Main TPCs (MTPC), each 3.6 m wide and 3.6 m long, with a drift length 
of 1.2 m. Their size is dictated by the requirement to perform particle identification 
via relativistic rise dE/ dx over a large region of phase space. Particle identification is 
supplemented by two arrays of Time-of-Flight detectors, which cover the momentum 
range 4-7 GeV /c where separation of Kaons from protons by relativistic rise dE/dx 
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is poor and separation by Time-of-Flight is possible. Further downstream are the 
NA35 calorimeters, used in NA49 for triggering on centrality. 

All TPCs are read out by pads only. In total there are 168,000 channels of TPC 
readout. This is conceivable only because of significant" developments in integrating 
TPC electronics; pioneered by the EOS Collaboration14

, and also used on the N A35 
TPC. The entire analog electronics chain including the analog-to-digital conversion 
will be mounted directly on the detectors, and digital data will be multiplexed and 
sent off the detectors through a modest number of optical fibers. The data will be 
zero-suppressed and compacted using an embedded Digital Signal Processor before 
the event is assembled and written to tape at an expected DC rate of 2 per second. 
Given 512 time samples per pad, with each sample digitised to a precision of 8 bits, 
a single raw event constitutes 86 MBytes of data, while a zero-suppressed event is 
expected to be less than 8 MBytes. 

Lead beams will be available at the SPS in late 1994, and we expect the NA49 
experiment to be ready to do physics then; 
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